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"The team was faultless again this weekend giving me
another two podiums" - Lucky Khera
We headed off to Donington Park for the
penultimate round of the Porsche Carrera
Cup GB season.
With a slightly different format Thursday's
free practice saw dry conditions ready for
the two practice sessions of the day.

Sunday was race day with two races in the
pipeline which was set to be an exciting
day for all three drivers.
Ross went on to improve his P7 starting
position in race 1 to finish P6 and in the Am
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Category. Lucky came through again to
finish P2 gaining his second podium of the
weekend for team Valluga.

Qualifying gave the team some great
results with Ross qualifying P7 in the Pro
category, Lucky P5 and Ian making a great
start to his debut Carrera Cup weekend
qualifying P2.

When speaking to Lucky about how his
time with Valluga is going he said,
"The team was faultless again this weekend
giving me another two podiums and the
confidence to push in both races.
I feel confident in the team also who have
made me feel welcome and have given me
great feedback and data to keep pushing".

Next up is Brands Hatch in just a couple of
weeks for the final round of Porsche
Carrera Cup GB 2021.

